Summery:
* Finest filter technology!
* 23,- €/month payment (you safe already
about 12,- €/Monat)!
* Prefilter-cardridges are included every
year!
* Various vitalisation-options!
* Walosa pays to you for each from you
procured customer who orders our filter
system 4,- € monthly. 6 persons means for
you already paying nothing and enjoying
your pure water completely free!
If you (or persons who come through you to
Walosa) procure further customers, several
passive incomes will be generated wich you
will receive automatically.
* NO RISK! A cancellation is possible at any
time with a three month cancelling period!

Our equipment is produced by quality-certification ISO
9001:2000 and fulfills all relevant standards or exceed them,
for example SN/T2003.1-2005 Freedom of heavy metals lead,
cadmium, quicksilver etc.
CE regulation LVD73/23EEC+addendum 93/68/EEC etc.
NSF/ANSI 61 certificate, whose requirements to the products
are marked higher than even the german law demands.
Also the Water Quality Association, wich is a Non-ProfitAssociation, that inficts highest standards for the
waterfilterproduction.
All parts are free from plasticizer and phtalates!
The tankmembranes are made with nature-caoutchouc.

Welcome to our homepage:

www.walosa.de
You will get there answers of frequently
asked questions, film documentations and
further details of our interesting offers.
Roland Mayer
Wermecke 1
D-58849 Herscheid
mobile: +49 163 321 03 67
Ibiza: 661 815 369
info@walosa.de
www.walosa.de

Enjoying
already?
Or still
carrying..!?
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Find out, why more and more
citizen are convinced by our
concept and why they use our
high-quality products
in their households

Water must be good!
The water-dapartments are testing our water by
just a few substances. Tapwater and bottled
water have something similar:
They can be burdened with substances, wich
should not be in drinking water, the most
important food: waterlouses, their dung or
cadaver; lead, copper, asbestos from asbestoscement water pipelines (which are nearly
everywhere) as well as medicaments, hormons,
radioactive isotopes or an amount of
cancerogene ingrediants or arsen, cadmium,
chlorine, herbizides, uran, nickel, nitrates,
parasites, quicksilver etc...

The good News:

Experience the quality of the water and the
equipment at different health- and livestile
exhibitions (scedule at www.walosa.de) or
directly by the person, who gave this flyer to
you.

The concept:
Similar to a „mobile phone-contract“ we give
the expensive product without investment of
the customer away.
For the monthly araising expenses we charge
anyhow LESS than you average actually pay
every month for mineralwater. Pursuant to
investigations a citizen pays for a „cheap
water“ about 8 till 12 EURO per month. If
someone attach importance to a higher value
of mineralwater, there will be payed 20 till
over 30 EURO per month.
If you suppose a 2-person-household,
the outcome is an average of about
35 EURO cost per month for water.

To let water taste good again, being bioavailable and help for wellbeing, it should be
uncontaminated and clean. Therefor we use a
well established technology, which at that time
was developed by NASA for space travel and
today it is useful for us and even in our kitchen
available.

Here we split the difference with a
IMMEDIATELY safing
of 12,-EURO !
Our „water-flatrate“ costs even
just 23,- EURO per month.
The complete equipment is thereby already
INCLUSIVE!

So we have created with our
WALOSA Filtersystem a good
idea for your Life-Quality.

Take your dwell into your
house and forget unpleasent
carrying of heavy water-boxes!
Live healthier, attractive,
favourable!

